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Abstract

Keywords

We present an approach for computer supported education in the form of a socially intelligent learning environment that is available online. It integrates problem solving and instructional materials into individual and group
learning scenarios. A Wizard-of-Oz-driven computer tutor accompanies students to maintain their motivation
within the learning environment. The agent can hold
off-task conversations and guide students to appropriate
learning opportunities. Its tutoring strategy is devised
by a reinforcement learning control method that operates
on socially motivated state and action spaces induced by
the human wizard whose interface facilitates rapid prototyping of relevant states and taking appropriate actions. To make the learning algorithm feasible, states
are grouped into equivalence classes according to wizard
selected state features, and contextual and linguistic reflection is employed to adjust the immediate action to the
current learner’s situation. The feasibility study of the
socially intelligent agent demonstrated that students who
engaged with the agent attained higher learning gains and
liked the system more. The bootstrapping of the socially
intelligent tutoring strategy was evaluated in simulated
student scenarios. Evaluations suggest that our approach
for using computers to support students in the learning
process is technologically viable.

intelligent tutoring, social intelligence, reinforcement
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1. Introduction
Learning can be quite time consuming and unexciting.
Even with some of today’s best computer supported instructional technology, students engage in gaming behaviors associated with less learning [2]. Time spent on task
and motivation as key factors of effective learning need to
be sustained but contemporary tutoring systems seem to
be failing in this respect; all too many students drop out
due to low motivation. Can computer tutors build trust
and respect with students that would motivate them to
learn at all? When used properly, today’s computer supported instructional technology can produce significant
achievements [8]. How do we make children use them
appropriately?
This work aims to provide at least partial answers to these
questions through explorations in building and evaluating
an online learning environment which features a socially
intelligent tutoring agent that tries to sustain students’
motivation and help them learn. The tutoring agent engages in off-task conversations with students before and
after the instructional activities, manages relationships
with students, monitors their (social) behavior, and recommends suitable learning activities. The approach was
evaluated by conducting experiments in the domain of
middle school mathematics. Evaluations suggest that our
approach for using computers to support students in the
learning process is useful and technologically viable.

2. Related Work
Tradeoffs between motivating students vs. providing them
with actual learning experiences are still researched [5].
Various approaches for improving student’s motivation
and learning have been proposed: addressing emotional
and affective states of students [9], narrative-centered environments with story-based learning [20, 17], and adaptive web-based systems [21, 3]. The affective support
seems hard to realize in practice and currently remains
limited [4], and since narrative-centered story-based approaches completely alter the way teaching occurs as compared to traditional classrooms or even a typical ITS interface, their use in traditional domains such as mathematics and computer science is not exactly straightforward.
The social context of individual students is important in
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learning, as putting students together in a collaborative
group does not necessarily guarantee success [23]. Friends
engage in more extensive conversations and have been
found to be more supportive and critical that non-friends
[11]. Additionally, expert human teachers in a tutoring
session not only watch task-oriented performance indicators, but also closely monitor the motivational indicators
[13].
People react to computer agents in fundamentally social ways. Several interesting effects in text-only humancomputer interfaces have been demonstrated [18] such as
computers which praise rather than criticize their users
are preferred, users prefer the computer to match them
in personality, and users prefer computers that become
more like them over time rather than those which maintain a consistent level of similarity.
In order to develop socially intelligent agents, socially relevant interaction tactics for tutoring agents to accomplish
motivational goals have been proposed [12]. Agents capable of improving motivation over longer periods of time
have also been proposed [7]. Major research efforts also
continue to explore politeness and its role in effective tutorial dialogue, motivating students and learning [15, 16].
In evaluation of affective gendered learning companions, it
was found out that using artificial male tutors resulted in
better attitudinal and emotional states and consequently
better learning for both male and female students [1]. Yet
another approach to supporting social interactions is a
structural one, and suggests that complex natural language processing methods are not necessary to sufficiently
support social interaction during collaboration [22].
An approach combining the Wizard-of-Oz design with
reinforcement learning of dialog strategy overcomes the
need of an initial corpus [19]. Dialog strategies are represented as Markov decision processes [14] in this approach.
The method bootstraps a simulated environment using
Wizard-of-Oz data and trains the optimal reinforcement
learning policy in this environment; first a small representative corpus is collected (using a Wizard-of-Oz experiment) from which a simulated learning environment (the
user model) is constructed, and finally the optimal reinforcement learning policy is devised through interaction
with this simulated environment. In the evaluation, reinforcement learning policy has received significantly more
rewards than the baseline policy learned by C4.5 decision
trees and JRIP rule induction. In addition, human users
rate the policy 10% better on average.
All in all, research suggests that intelligent tutors can
maintain the appearance of being socially intelligent by
carefully selecting the appropriate words at the appropriate time, not requiring the presumably unavoidable labor
intensive language processing methods. In our approach
we attempt to follow these observations.
In the last few years, the technology-enhanced learning
landscape has been influenced by the emergence of social
networking. Facebook, the most prominent social networking site, is actively used by more than 500 million
users [29]. In common with other social sites, users can
create their own personal profiles on Facebook by providing information that falls into predefined categories
(e.g. contact information, work and education informa-

tion). They can post pictures, participate in discussions,
view other peoples profiles, and communicate with others
using public or private messages, link with each other to
become ”friends,” or create and join groups.
The potential for educational use of such sites seems tempting. Teachers can create their own profiles, a course page,
and use Facebook’s functions (e.g. discussion boards,
instant messaging) to run the course. However, Facebook does not appear to diminish or eliminate barriers
between teachers and students. Students use Facebook
for student-to-student exchanges but are less likely to use
it in teacher-student interactions [26]. Students using an
on-line Facebook course tend to engage in passive activities such as viewing others’ profiles and reading comments
instead of active actions, as, for example, commenting
and sending a message [25]. In addition, only 66% of the
students sampled consider it acceptable to have teachers on Facebook. Acceptance has huge gender differences
– 73% of men in the sample consider this acceptable as
opposed to only 35% of the women. Issues arise as to
what is appropriate for teacher-student interactions. For
example, students feel uncomfortable poking or befriending teachers; they also feel uncomfortable when teachers
poke or befriend them. Neither Facebook nor other social
networking sites have been designed with an educational
purpose in mind, and educators find it difficult to adjust
to them [6].

3.

Learning Environment

We propose a novel learning framework in which a socially
intelligent agent (tutor) guides students through appropriate instructional activities. The tutoring strategy is
improved continuously using a socially augmented reinforcement learning method. In addition to the ordinary
exploratory part of reinforcement learning, human wizards provide improved guidance in the state and action
spaces. In the evaluation, we observed that a reasonable
number of human actions are sufficient to bootstrap the
tutoring strategy that is followed by the wizard.
In order to enable socially intelligent instruction, the tutoring strategy operates on top of socially augmented
components that constitute the learning environment: (1)
problem solving, (2) course notes, and (3) off-task social
dialogs. The components are, then, integrated by the tutoring strategy. A conceptual diagram of a student working in the proposed learning environment is provided in
Figure 1.

3.1 Overview
The student begins with a dialog (with the tutoring agent)
in which his immediate goals are determined, and combined with long-term goals and tendencies; the tutor recommends a learning activity to pursue. In order to do
that, the user and student models are employed. Either
study of course notes or problem solving is selected. For
group mode learning activities, students can assemble collaborative groups from their available friends; anonymous
introductions can be facilitated by the tutoring agent. Interactions between users are restricted to friends or tutorrecommended students only; hence a student does not
come into contact with any entity to which his/her relationship cannot be predicted.
In problem solving, task templates are employed to enable novel approaches for the structuring of task solutions,
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Figure 1: Learning activities with admissible transitions (arrows), which are facilitated by the tutoring
agent.
and in personalization of task descriptions. Course notes
are analogous to traditional reading materials augmented
by a highlighting facility that works as social cues. The
off-task dialog facility is primarily human wizard-driven
and in theory, would work without automated support.
Even so, we propose novel ideas for facilitating the reuse
of knowledge (put in by human wizards) across different students: virtualized scaling-events timeline provides
the baseline user model which is used by feature detectors to recognize patterns that constitute the states in
the state space employed by reinforcement-learning tutoring. Contextual reflection can then detect parameters
in human wizard actions and is capable of executing actions in different contexts in which they were originally
used. Similarly at a lower level, linguistic reflection tailors the language produced to the context at hand. This
design allows students to use their imaginations and use
the social dialog facility to request almost anything from
the tutor; at the same time they are able to utilize the
generic learning facilities that are found in contemporary
learning systems. The heart of our approach, then, is
in the state-action view facilitated by the (1) off-task social capabilities of the tutoring agent which in turn are
made possible via (2) novel user and student models of
real-life social context, (3) careful Wizard-of-Oz design
linked with reinforcement learning of human-like tutoring
interaction strategy, and (4) robust underlying learning
activities. All of this assumes that ”human-like” is the
”socially intelligent” we seek.
The proposed methods that constitute the learning environment work together as depicted in Figure 2. Individual and collaborative problem solving activities employ
structured tasks; the basic tree-structured task model is
an extension of the task model used in pseudo-tutor environments [10]; and the prioritized branches task model
is an extension of the basic model in order to model more
complex tasks effectively. Tasks are modeled in parametric templates that use on-the-fly generation of new task
instances to discourage cheating, and enable personalization to a student and to a group of students. A method for
evaluating collaboration can be used both as a metacognitive tool to support learning, and a way to detect suitable collaboration peers for group formation. The study
of course notes can also take advantage of parametric descriptions – it can be tailer to the student’s context.
The learning-related activities are complemented with nonlearning (user) activities. The core model to represent
user’s social context, past events, future goals, etc is the

virtualized scaling-events timeline along with the conceptual ontology, feature detectors, and contextual and linguistic reflections. The method for bootstrapping the tutoring strategy is used to induce a strategy followed by
human wizards. Using this strategy, the computer tutor
can automatically guide students to appropriate learning
activities, and assemble suitable collaborative groups.

3.2 Problem solving
Tasks are problem solving exercises that can be used to
acquire units of knowledge (e.g terms, concepts, procedures). Task descriptions consist of subtasks that are
structured according to solution paths by the content author. The descriptions are parameterized and allow the
content author to specify interdependencies between individual parameters. Students use primarily free-text to
answer questions; these answers are judged according to
categories for which the content author can specify scaffolding messages. If a student answers incorrectly, he/she
may be prompted to correct the mistake. A student who
answers correctly may be challenged with a more difficult
question about the current task, or may continue with
another task.
The basic model of tree-structured tasks does not require
a fine grained cognitive problem solving model which is
difficult to create, but rather, allows content authors to
design simple structured exercises quickly. The improved
model allows students to follow multiple solution branches
prioritized according to their abilities and tutoring goals.
Together with task parameters that allow for procedural
solution, this is a shift toward a full tutoring system.
In the tree-structured model, solution paths for a particular task are structured in a tree T = (V, E) with vertices V = {S1 , S2 , ..., SN } corresponding to subtasks that
students may solve at one time or another during task
solution, and directed edges E corresponding to possible
student answers for respective subtasks. The tree’s leaves
represent terminal subtasks at which the solving of the
task is finished. S1 is the initial subtask in which the task
administration begins. When a student reaches a subtask,
the subtask description is displayed. Whenever the subtask is non-terminal the student is required to provide an
answer. A default next subtask defaulti is designated for
each non-terminal subtask Si to enable continued solving
of the task when an unanticipated student answer is received. These unexpected answers will be used by content
authors later to improve the task tree.
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Figure 2: The components and methods proposed in the socially intelligent tutoring environment.
The tree-structured task model is relatively easy to use.
The order of subtasks and hints (embedded in subtasks’
descriptions) is set in advance by the content author and
allows the student’s experience during problem solving to
be designed precisely. On the other hand, it does not allow any kind of adaptation until the task is completely
solved. Analogous models are used in pseudo-tutor systems such as Assistments which uses a more simplified
model that neither allows parameter specification nor answering judging scripts but instead, uses simple text descriptions, and matches student responses to predefined
textual patterns [10].
The tree-structured task model may be impractical to
use for more complex tasks that involve independent aspects of a single solution that will be accounted for in
the solution path tree. The prioritized branches task
model overcomes this limitation by traversing relevant
tree’s branches sequentially according to their priorities.
In this improved model, each edge e is assigned a priority value prioritye that describes the relative significance
of the particular solution branch with respect to other
branches. The branch (edge) that is matched as relevant
to the student’s solution path at the current node is put
into a priority queue that selects next subtask as the subtask with the highest priority (for an example, see Figure
3). The order of traversal in this model is determined by
branch priorities specified by the content author. During
the task design process, the content author must decide
on the priority values of the respective branches. Typically, the priority of a sub-branch will be given a higher
designation than the priority of the parent branch when
the sub-branch is necessary to solve the parent branch;
a lower sub-branch’s priority value signifies an optional
part of the solution.
In our approach to collaborative problem solving, students first attempt to solve sub-tasks separately. They
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Figure 3: Example prioritized branches task, the
order of subtasks is shown by the dashed line.
Matched edges are displayed in bold, and subtasks
administered with dark background.

consult each others’ solutions only after they have worked
out their own answers. After the work on the entire task
has been completed, users are prompted to give both feedback on the effectiveness of the problem solving session
and peer feedback concerning their teammates. In the
dissertation, we present a method for evaluating collaboration that is used continuously during collaboration to
monitor the process and is used to guide students as a
meta-reflective tool, and a method for personalizing tasks
to the group’s/user’s (social) context. These methods are
not discussed here due to brevity.

3.3 Course Notes
Course notes are rich content documents describing concepts (knowledge units) susceptible to study. Knowledge
organized in documents for students to read/study does
not proclaim the need for a student model. Typically
these documents are available from legacy repositories,
and can be readily used within a learning environment
without the need to create/use any model of the user.
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3.4 Off-Task Dialog
Students interact individually with the socially intelligent
tutoring agent through an off-task social dialog facility.
The dialogs are the primary source of data for the user
model. Within the dialogs, either learning-related (task)
or learning-unrelated (social) topics are discussed. In
our approach, learning-related dialogs are reserved for the
structured learning activities (problem solving and course
notes) in which tutor’s responses are pre-scripted in the
activities’ descriptions. Social topics require a degree of
freshness in tutor’s utterances that must be ensured in
order to reflect the constantly changing social context of
the student. We present a novel model of social life used
to hold social conversations with students. In practice,
conversations are not fully automated, and require the
presence of human wizard operating in a Wizard-of-Oz
design. Our model of social life is capable of reusing collected knowledge across students so that the manual load
on the human wizards is kept at a manageable level even
when multiple students are serviced.
The major aspect of the proposed model is a temporal
representation of student’s activities, plans, thoughts, etc
in a timeline; timelines of different students may provide
useful information for each other. See Figure 4 for an
example timeline. Initially, the human wizard detects
patterns in student’s behavior, and plots the conceptual
knowledge into the timeline of events for that particular
student. An event can be anything that occurred at a
time for the particular student, e.g. mouse click, submission of a subtask answer, or a school trip in the outside
world. The timeline organizes events as intervals sorted
by time. A group of nearby (in terms of time) events
constitutes a state; different states can be compared with
each other, on the basis of the conceptual similarity of
the events occurring within the states. Let us consider
two states A and B which are similar. The idea then is:
whenever there is an event E which occurs in the state A,
but is not yet plotted in the timeline near B, it may be
considered as a new candidate event for addition to B’s
timeline at B’s time. Similarly, for actions performed by
human wizards: actions that wizards execute at a particular state suggest a recommended action to execute at
similar states. Thus, similar groupings of events at different timelines are opportunities for reuse. Human wizard
can perform an action of following three types:
1. user interface action (e.g. mouse click, window close);
2. learning action (e.g. recommend a learning activity,
finish exam administration); and
3. social activity (e.g. plot an event to student’s timeline, which may include a recommendation for an
action to pursue).

Tuesday
school
get up

Scale

Due to this advantage, most contemporary e-learning environments are organized around simple student models.
In our approach to learning, we consider course notes as
a fallback from problem solving activities. If a student is
not capable to continue solving problems, an easier option is to read about what exactly the student should be
doing during problem solving in the first place. Course
notes are represented using the same custom rich content
markup language as task descriptions. Moreover, existing
documents can be readily used without lengthy formatting, while fancier formatting is available once the need
to improve the material arises.
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Figure 4: Example timeline with events at various
scale and time, scaling rules are shown as hyperedges.

The virtualized scaling-events timeline is a model of user
activity. The socially intelligent tutor makes decisions
concerning a particular person at various points in time.
The events in the person’s timeline at a time point constitute the state of affairs concerning the particular person
from the point of view of the tutor. In other words, in
a given state (for the person) the tutor can choose to
execute an action.
Given that a state denotes a set of features relevant to
tutor’s decision making process, how can we reuse the
knowledge put in by human wizards (such as actions taken)
in different states? Let context denote the other features
detected at a particular situation, i.e. the state contains
the relevant ones, and the context contains all the other
features that were recognized by feature detectors. It is
not that the contextual features are useless; on the contrary, they are important in tailoring the action to the
particular context. Once the distinction between state
and contextual features is established, a method to adjust
actions (that were originally executed in another context)
for executing in a different context can be employed –
contextual reflection. The method is based on template
actions. In effect, when wizards execute an action in a
context they mark the action’s contextual parameters (parameters that depend on contextual features). The next
time the action is invoked, the parameter values are filled
according to the values of the contextual features in the
actual situation. Linguistic reflection is a special type of
contextual reflection used for language generation.

3.5 Transitions
Transitioning between components (learning activities) is
student-directed or tutor-directed. A student can change
the learning activity rather easily; it is as simple as clicking an item in a menu. We describe the way in which
the tutor facilitates the transitions and what needs to be
done on the part of the learning environment for a transition to happen. We explore the goals of tutoring and how
the tutor can plan to meet these goals. Then, we analyze
individual transitions from off-task to on-task and back,
from problem solving to course notes and back, and from
individual mode to social mode and back.
A socially intelligent tutor has to provide both cognitive
and motivational help. In order to do so, the goals of
the tutoring strategy are multidimensional: task vs. nontask, individual vs. social. The tutor can operatively
attribute a different importance to each dimension and
hence, adjust the tutoring strategy to the actual requirements of the students situation. Consequently, we distin-
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guish four basic goals: emotional, social, individual learning, and group learning. Obviously, different actions meet
different types of goals. For example, a peaceful studenttutor dialog may satisfy the emotional needs of one student, while a week-long trip out of town with friends may
be the only way to satisfy the social needs of another
person. The role of the socially intelligent tutor is to
recognize how these goals can be satisfied for a particular student since a prescribed amount of activities to
meet the goals may not work for everyone to the same
extent. The simplest representation of a goal for each
goal type is a scalar value in R that expresses the current
demand for a particular activity. Although a complex hierarchy/ontology of goals of each type could certainly be
designed, at the end, we need to summarize the needs to
a single scalar value in order for the tutor to optimize the
student’s activities by optimizing (minimizing) the value.
The issue of transitioning from off-task to on-task is usually an issue of motivation. When the student feels adequately motivated, he can start working on learningrelated content. Otherwise, motivation must be improved
so that the student can learn at all. The students current level of achievement and his/her learning profile are
the primary factors used to determine transitions between
problem solving and course notes. Some prefer more active learning (problem solving) and others prefer more
passive (course notes) learning. However, this should not
prevent the socially intelligent tutor from transitioning
the student out of his comfort zone to teach him to be a
more balanced learner. A change between individual and
social modes is often due to student motivation and the
student’s level of ability; tutoring goals also play a small
role, i.e. that we want to instruct and assess students for
both the ability to work individually as well as in a team.
Some people need to work with others to feel motivated;
others are lone learners.

3.6 Evaluation Studies
A student begins working with the socially intelligent
learning environment by engaging in a welcome conversation with the tutor. The tutor is personified by a person
to whom the student can relate. Either a human wizard
guides the computer tutor so it can select an action, or the
computer tutor automatically follows the devised tutoring strategy. The proptotype environment offers various
learning activities as described previously. A student can
work both actively (problem solving) or passively (course
notes), and individually or in collaboration with others.
During problem solving, the student is presented with a
subtask to solve in a linear manner. When an answer is
submitted, its correctness is judged, and a new subtask for
the student to solve is displayed allowing the student to
scroll all the way back to the beginning and see the course
of action he/she took. A free text prompt is typically
used to answer subtasks; other elements such as drawing
canvas, drop-down boxes, and radio buttons are used for
structured interactions. In the social mode, students can
work on problems in groups. Additional interactions such
as synchronous messaging within the group, and a voting
facility are utilized (Figure 5).
In both the individual and social modes, each students
actions are transmitted to the server. They are retransmitted to other participants – students, wizards – who
are involved with the particular student. Technically, the
user interface widgets operate in a multi-user mode that

enables multiple users to participate in a single user interface. For example, when the tutor instructs the student
to press a button which the student is unable to find, the
tutor may use either the student’s mouse pointer or introduce a new mouse pointer and click the button on behalf
of the user
In the feasibility study of the socially intelligent agent,
when students were tasked to work with the system during an algebra class, we observed that students reveal on
average 1.56 (st.dev 1.75) features about themselves in
a social conversation with the tutoring agent, and only
about 56% of the students engage with the tutoring agent
at all. Students that engaged in a conversation with the
tutoring agent exhibited higher learning gains. The not
engaged group showed relatively low learning gain 3.7%
vs. 12.3% exhibited by the engaged group. This effect
however may also be due to their previously higher motivation, and cannot be attributed to the conversation with
the intelligent tutor alone. We need to further investigate
the motivational state of students before the experiment,
and examine the role the tutor can play, if any, in motivating students that were not motivated before. In summary, students that engaged in social off-task dialogues
with the tutor were more effective in solving problems correctly (57% vs. 37%), and liked the system more (4.22 vs.
2.86), suggesting that learning environments may produce
higher learning gains by ”being friends” with the students,
providing them with socially relevant motivation.

4. Bootstrapping a Tutoring Strategy
The components of our learning environment can operate
in individual and social modes and provide diverse opportunities for instruction. The role of the socially intelligent
tutor, then, is to identify an appropriate learning activity
for each student at a given time. In other words, the tutor recognizes the student’s state and performs an action
that guides him/her to the appropriate learning activity.
In this chapter, we propose a method that integrates the
individual components into a tutoring strategy, i.e. a policy that can select an appropriate action for the tutor to
take in the learning environment. The proposed method
for bootstrapping a socially intelligent tutoring strategy
is based on reinforcement learning that is modified to be
able to optimize the policy for a single student efficiently
as well as when rewards for many students need to be
considered, i.e. the method is suitable for social learning
environments in which a large number of students participate. In the dissertation, we: (1) describe the state-action
view of how the learning environment can be interpreted
as a reinforcement learning problem; (2) present the reinforcement learning method for a solitary student; and
(3) augment the method with a social graph in order to
handle large number of students efficiently
Reinforcement learning is a machine learning approach
that induces the optimal policy for an agent to follow in
a stochastic environment while, at the same time maximizing cumulative rewards [24]. The agent repeats the
following steps indefinitely: At each step:
• the agent observes the environment recognizing the
current state;
• selects an action to perform;
• a reward (scalar in R) may be received from the
environment; and
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Figure 5: Collaborative problem solving free-text task answer with voting mechanism (in Slovak).
• the environment changes according to the action executed.

4.1 Overview
The idea is to observe which actions produce positive rewards, and progressively calculate better estimates of action utility values in each state. Ultimately, the policy
should be able to select ”good” actions in each possible
state.
How do we translate our learning environment to this formalism? We cannot possibly hope to observe what students actually do at their computer desks; we can only
observe the actions that students have performed within
the learning environment. For that purpose, we have already proposed a detailed model of student activity, the
virtualized scaling-events timeline. Feature detectors can
recognize similar situations in the timeline; human wizards select the relevant features that make up the states
which, in turn, constitute the state space for an individual
student in our learning environment. Actions user interface actions, learning activity actions, or social actions
on timeline that are executed in the learning environment are based on action templates that were originally
performed by human wizards, i.e. there is no ”chaotic” exploration of the state and action spaces. Finally, at times
when an activity produces positive/negative results, multidimensional rewards (discussed in 3.4.1) are received.
To find a globally optimal tutoring strategy, the computer
tutor cannot follow two independent goals at once but
needs to assign weights to the respective reward dimensions. For example, an individual learning-only strategy, a
group learning-only strategy, an emotional-only, a socialonly, or a weighted combination of any of these strategies
can be followed, but in the end, a single scalar reward in
R must be received after executing an action.
The expected utility values computed by the algorithm
provide a way to look ahead so as to plan for future actions; after a reward has been received, the utility values at the previous state are updated. Importantly, this
approach, Q-learning [28], does not require a model of
the environment (obviously, we cannot predict outcomes
of actions that are only recommendations for the stu-

dent). In addition to traditional exploitation (selecting
the best possible action at a state) and exploration (selecting a random action) we extend the reinforcement learning method with human wizard interventions (Figure 6).
Wizard actions are welcome at any time, but the assumption is that because the wizard is a real person his/her
actions are expensive. As a result, we are interested in
minimizing the number of human wizard actions required
to learn the optimal policy.
We propose a novel approach that integrates the individual components of the learning environment. It employs
a socially-augmented reinforcement learning method to
ascertain those actions that are appropriate for given situations. The learning policy is driven by human wizards
that guide reinforcement learning into the exploration of
relevant states and actions. A tutor following the induced
policy is, in effect, simulating human decisions and becomes a socially intelligent computer tutor provided that
the human wizards perform socially intelligent actions.
Due to excessive computational requirements, the generic
reinforcement learning approach is not applicable to learning optimal policy in a large population of students. We
propose a modified algorithm that in the case of a social
scenario (when multiple students environments must be
considered) aggregates the individual states of other students into a combined shared state, thus reducing the
state space to a manageable size. Hence, the proposed
method can run efficiently even when a large population
of students is serviced.
The environment’s state and action spaces are practically
infinite. In a face-to-face tutoring session, the human tutor may employ any enlightened tutoring approach; obviously the computer tutor cannot tractably enumerate
and explore all the options available in the computer setting. Therefore, guidance by human wizards in exploring
applicable actions is indispensable for the computer tutor
to obtain knowledge of the relevant states.

4.2 Evaluation
We evaluated the proposed method in a series of simulated scenarios: individual, social-only, and mixed sce-
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Figure 6: Reinforcement learning approach enhanced with Wizard-of-Oz action selection.
narios. The scenarios simulate a wizard’s decisions using
a hidden model of the environment allowing us to explore
the way in which the number of wizard actions affects
bootstrapping efficiency. Absent any wizard actions, the
bootstrapping algorithm cannot find the optimal policy in
a reasonable period of time. As little as 5% wizard participation is sufficient to find the optimal tutoring policy;
greater wizard participation (in guiding exploration) results in faster learning of the optimal policy.
For a solitary student, to reach 90% of the optimal policy, the wizard must be used for at least 10% of the decisions. For an 80% policy only minimal wizard participation is necessary. In the social-only scenario (the tutor
services M students), we observe, that with at least some
(>0%) wizard participation, roughly 85% of the expected
maximum policy can be learned. Interestingly, the sweet
spot is again between 5% and 10%, with a 10% wizard
rate being sufficient to induce a good tutoring strategy
rapidly. The results suggest that the reinforcement learning method augmented with the social graph can indeed
detect appropriate peers for social interactions. Moreover, 5% of wizard participation is sufficient to detect the
optimal peers relatively quickly.
In the mixed scenario (where students can perform both
individual and social actions, influencing each other), the
interaction between individual and social actions caused
the bootstrapping method to take longer. Wizard participation of 10% is sufficient to attain 85% to 90% of the
theoretical maximum expected mixed (social and individual) policy. Higher wizard participation does not affect
the quality of the policy identified but only improves the
learning speed, and can produce a good policy very early
in the bootstrapping process.

5. Conclusions
Todays learning environments do not engage students to
the extent that is desirable. Two key aspects of effective learning environments are student motivation and
the time that students spend learning; we explored approaches to support them.
We investigated components of effective learning environments, and proposed an approach to bootstrap a socially
intelligent tutoring strategy that operates on top of these
components. An automated computer tutor that follows
the strategy can select appropriate learning activities for
students. The method is designed to be able to balance
individual and social, and cognitive (on-task) and affective (off-task) activities. Combined with the off-task dialog facility guided by human wizards, the proposed bootstrapping method is designed to provide novel interaction

patterns to students for a relatively long period of time in
order to maintain their motivation and increase the time
students invest in study.
The learning environment presented was designed to provide students with socially relevant interventions that would
motivate learning. The environment consists of a redesign
of typical learning components so that diverse social interaction possibilities are available (to the students). Both
problem solving and course note facilities are able to operate in individual (for a single student) or social (for group
of students) modes.
The core contributions are:
• novel extensions of problem solving and course notes
learning activities that enable student to work on
personalized content in both individual and group/social
mode;
• novel model of user’s social context (past events,
future goals, etc) that facilitates knowledge reuse
across different students; and
• novel method for bootstrapping a socially intelligent
tutoring strategy which can balance individual and
group activities, and assemble suitable collaborative
groups.

The proposed approach puts humans in the loop, and
requires non-trivial human participation to sustain longterm operation; for example, student answers need to be
judged, and the dialog facility requires human wizards to
identify previously not encountered interaction patterns.
However, the evaluations suggest that the fruits of this
approach may be worth it: (1) problem solving robustness discourages surface approaches to learning; (2) socially engaged students show higher learning gains; and
(3) the bootstrapping of a tutoring strategy (followed by
the human wizards) can find a balance between individual
and group/social activities, and learning vs. non-learning
activities for students.
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